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Craft Journey
Darren Appiagyei / Wood Turner

What I do
As a Woodturner, it’s about embracing the intrinsic beauty of the 
wood, allowing the wood to speak for itself and enhancing the 
natural imperfections of the wood whether it be a knot, a crack or 
simply the grain of the wood. Every vessel made by me is bespoke 
and is more of a centrepiece; it’s an honouring of the wood.

Woodturning is very much a therapeutic process for me; I do the 
majority of my turning on a union graduate lathe. My method of 
making is very much an organic process; when carving into woods 
using gouges, my making process is very much dictated by the 
wood, by the details that are revealed.
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Why craft?
I discovered woodturning was therapeutic in University, and it 
became a labour of love. As well as being a process of bonding 
between my creations, it’s starting from scratch and building to 
create a finished outcome that inspired me to pursue craft. Craft 
to me is an exploration of material, understanding the qualities and 
limitation of a material and simply using problem-solving skills to 
resolve and develop an idea. 

Jobs in craft
The great thing about woodturning is that you gain a range of 
transferrable skills, which could lead to jobs in restoration, jewellery 
design, or furniture/cabinet making and many other crafts. The 
most conventional route would be to make bowls and vases on 
a commercial level. Finally, the avenue which I am pursuing is 
woodturning on an artistic level, I exhibit my work in exhibitions and 
galleries and I make work to commission.

What I studied at school
I desperately wanted to do Resistance Materials, however it wasn’t 
an option for GCSE and as a result I decided to pick Art and Media, 
which where both courses where I could be creative. Along with 
these two subjects I did compulsory subjects such as Maths, 
English, Science and RE.

During my GCSEs in Art, my Art teacher Ms Lowe inspired me and 
enabled me to develop my creativity through various mediums such 
as painting, using different materials and mark making techniques. 
This led me to do A level Art along with Media, Philosophy and 
English Literature. The subjects were picked on the basis of what I 
enjoyed in secondary school and I was very much open to learning, 
I did not know what I wanted to do as a career and A levels were a 
journey of discovery for me.
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What I studied after school
After a lot of deliberating, I decided to do an Art Foundation course 
at UCA Rochester, which opened my eyes to the variety of sectors 
within Art and Design. I later decided to specialise in 3D; I instantly 
gravitated towards the subject. It was natural to me to work with my 
hands, moulding and learning about a variety of materials. I would 
highly recommend doing an Art Foundation, as it gives you the 
opportunity to develop skills and knowledge of different disciplines 
within Art and Design.

Through my Foundation course, which gave me more of a direction, 
I decided to study 3D Design at Camberwell College of the Arts. 
I thoroughly enjoyed the course and I was exposed to a variety 
of craft disciplines, which led me to woodturning. I came across 
woodturning almost accidently. I had a unit in my second year 
where I had to develop a skill and the opportunist that I am, I saw 
that the lathe was free a lot of the time. The aim was to get my work 
done as soon as possible, so I could pursue what is now my second 
passion: table tennis.

Since then I haven’t stopped woodturning and my passion grew and 
developed. Studying at Camberwell was a great experience, with 
wonderful and helpful technicians and great facilities.
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My career path
Once I graduated from university, I decided to apply for The 
Cockpit Arts/Worshipful Company of Woodturning award, which 
I received in 2016. As apart of the award I was given business 
advice and a studio space, that I still have and it has enabled me to 
experiment and develop my work further, to push limits, which is 
key as a maker.

Learning is key to my practice and I believe once you graduate the 
learning doesn’t stop, this has led me to do one-day courses with 
woodturners and also work for other makers. I believe it’s important 
as makers that we make mistakes and that we are not afraid to fail—
after all how can you learn without failure?
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Important decisions
I have been building my practice for 4 years now; it’s very much a 
process, it’s a balancing act. There are so many factors you have to 
consider when creating a practice such as marketing, networking, 
sales and building a rapport with customers. I have been very 
fortunate to have had the business advice that is offered by Cockpit 
Arts and also the knowledge which I gained through the Crafts 
Council Hothouse programme.

Both programmes have enabled me to make the right decisions 
in my practice, to understand my target audience, how to market 
my work and how to present myself. I would advise anyone who is 
pursing a craft career to seek a mentor in their field, who can give 
you a sense of direction and is willing to give you an insight into the 
sector you are pursuing.

Challenges
Going into the unknown is one of the most difficult things I have 
had to deal with; through all my studies and even in my practice; 
it’s been a journey. The biggest challenge I have faced was when I 
graduated and I didn’t know exactly what the next step was. When 
in university or even in education you’re in a bubble, you’re shielded 
from reality. Once you graduate you’re in the big bad world without 
the support system or freedom to create that you had in education, 
nor do you have the machinery or expert knowledge that you 
get from technicians. I could only be dependent on myself and 
ultimately take risks to pursue my passion.

My advice to you
To a young person I would advise them to be open, to be daring and 
experiment. Don’t be fixated on the outcome; enjoy the process 
of making and learning. Research is key; you’re only as good as 
your research. Without research nothing can be achieved and 
opportunities won’t arise.

To a parent I would say: provide the tools for your child to decide 
whether a career in craft is right for them. For example, take them to 
exhibitions or even just to extra curriculum courses/events, which 
are craft related outside of school.

Craft Careers
Craft generates £3.4 billion for the UK economy each year, with the contribution of the wider 
creative industries now growing at twice the rate of the UK economy. British craft has never been 
so sought-after and craft skills are revolutionising industries from aerospace to architecture.

To learn more about craft careers visit: 
www.craftscouncil.org.uk/learning/craft-careers
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